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Abstract

Usage of ground, air and underwater unmanned vehicles (UGV, UAV and UUV) has increased exponentially in
the recent past with industries producing thousands of these unmanned vehicles every year. With the ongoing
discussion of integration of UAVs in the US National Airspace, the need of a cost-effective way to verify the
security and resilience of a group of communicating UAVs under attack has become very important. The
answer to this need is a simulation testbed which can be used to simulate the UAV Network (UAVNet). One
of these attempts is - UAVSim (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Simulation testbed) developed at the University
of Toledo. It has the capability of simulating large UAV networks as well as small UAV networks with
large number of attack nodes. In this paper, we analyse the performance of the simulation testbed for two
attacks, targeting single and multiple UAVs. Traditional and generic computing resource available in a regular
computer laboratory was used. Various evaluation results have been presented and analysed which suggest the
suitability of UAVSim for UAVNet attack and swarm simulation applications.
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1. Introduction
With applications in almost every field, UAVs have
become really popular for applications which were lim-
ited by human element. Until a few years ago, primary
focus of development was military in nature but their
use in other real world civil applications are on a rapid
increase. With applications like pizza delivery (Pizza
Hut), local package delivery (Amazon), agricultural
chemical deployment, ecological surveys [1–4], indus-
tries and academia are using UAVs for their research,
businesses, etc, and there are much more applications
to be thought of. Without doubt, their importance in
the military domain has increased several folds in the
recent past due to their impact on human effectiveness
and safety. Another important point to be noted is the
delay in inclusion of civil and other kinds of UAVs in the
National Airspace System (NAS) due to several issues
including communication security [5].

Increased attack attempts in recent past on such
mobile cyber-physical systems (CPS) are alarming and
have raised concerns over their use, especially with
increasing autonomy level [6, 7]. Keeping this in the
mind, the authors noticed the need of cost-effective
and safe virtual simulation testbed environment for
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testing the accurate implementation of various security
related technologies in an Unmanned Aerial System
(UAS). Addressing various environment variations,
such as weather, loss of connectivity and contested
communication are some of the most important aspects
of such a simulation testbed due to dependency of UAV
control on communication and its security. Therefore,
we focus on two basic types of attack - one targeting a
single UAV and second, targeting multiple UAVs in the
mission area.

The rest of the paper is organized to provide
background on related and our previous works in
sections 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 provides
more details about UAVSim covering its design and
various features. Section 5 describes all the performance
analysis done and related results and inferences.
Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses possible
future enhancements to the work.

2. Related Work
In this section, we discuss some of the recent advances
and works related to simulation or actual hardware
based evaluations. As these UAV related issues are
addressed by policy makers and bureaucrats, the need
of a secure and safe UAV system stays unquestionable
for military as well as civil applications due to safety
and privacy threats imposed by their compromise.
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Therefore, several researchers have been working on
development of different kinds of simulation testbeds
in order to validate safe states of these systems and
check possibility of moving into an unsafe state. These
simulation testbeds can be classified in four major
categories based on the resources they employ.

2.1. Software based Single UAV Simulation
Software simulation testbeds are purely based on well-
known software platforms and do not employ any
kind of hardware. Testbeds developed using Mat-
lab/Simulink [8], FlightGear [9], JSBSim/FlightGear [7,
10] and Matlab/FlightGear [11] are some of the recent
outcomes of research in this area. All these simulation
testbeds have focused on testing a single-UAV model
instead of modeling its behavior in presence of other
UAVs in the real world.

2.2. Software-Hardware based Single UAV
Simulation
Some other simulation testbeds using hardware along
with software, have also been developed where the
hardware might be actual UAVs [12], robots [13, 14], or
just laptops [15, 16]. A very recent work of this type [10]
focuses on analytical and component based simulation
and analysis. In this work, the area of focus for cyber
attacks is sensor compromise of various degrees.

2.3. Software based Multiple UAV Simulation
This class of simulation testbeds are also solely based
on software platforms and these are developed in-
house as well. One of the most important works in this
class, SPEEDES (Synchronous Parallel Environment
for Emulation and Discrete Event Simulation) [17],
simulates a swarm of UAVs on a high performance
parallel computer so that it can match the speed
and communication rate of a real UAVNet. Another
recent work of this class, DCAS (distributed cyber
attack simulator) [18], presents a distributed simulation
framework for modeling cyber attacks and the
evaluation of security measures. DCAS is based on
Portico, an open source HLA (high-level architecture)
simulation engine. Limitation of this work is that it
is for a generic wired or wireless network and does
not include mobile components. On the other hand,
UAVSim addresses these limitations and incorporates
various mobility models, mobile radio propagation
models, mobile ad-hoc routing protocols, etc.

2.4. Software-Hardware based Multiple UAV
Simulation
This class of simulation testbeds are primarily based
on software platforms but real or emulated UAVs

can also be used within them. Rather than being
commercial, these are mostly developed in-house for
research purposes, specifically for UAVs. The only
testbed that could be found in this category, C3UV [19],
Center for Collaborative Control of Unmanned Vehicles
at UC Berkeley, has been constantly updated by their
researchers since 2004. Over the years, the C3UV team
has incorporated multiple-UAV simulation on parallel
computing environment along with the capability of
using real UAVs. This kind of testbed, despite all its
achievements, involves huge expenses in terms of high
performance parallel computing hardware and optional
use of real UAVs. While in UAVSim, cost involved is
quite less and once positive results are achieved, the
tested mechanism can be directly implemented in real
UAVs only if required.

3. Our Previous Work
After studying all the important works done until now
and their limitations, UAVSim was designed and devel-
oped keeping in mind the primary objective of UAVNet
security simulation. Initially, UAV system model was
defined to represent the system approximately so that
a software model could be created. An analytical threat
and vulnerability analysis was also performed and
attack impacts were demonstrated using FlightGear
simulation software [6]. Further, an independent sim-
ulation module (called UAVSim) was developed and a
few cyber-attacks, such as, Jamming and DDoS (Dis-
tributed Denial of Service) were implemented using
the base simulation engine of OMNeT++. One of the
major features developed in this phase was an interac-
tive GUI for beginner level users. Various simulation
results and related insights were presented and the
accuracy of UAVSim was demonstrated [20]. This work
also describes the technical details of the developed
software simulation testbed. In continuation, advanced
features like multi-user support, server based cen-
tralized simulation, etc., using ubiquitous computing
infrastructure, were added to UAVSim and the testbed
performance was analysed in different scenarios for
different modes of operations for DDoS attack [21].

In this paper, we extend the analysis for DDoS
attack with increased number of concurrent users and
present detailed analysis for Jamming attack as well.
Primary reason behind selection of these two attacks
for our performance analysis is the huge computational
resource requirement for simulation of both of these
attacks. Most cyber attacks which aim to take control
over the subject, do not involve large amount of
data transmission, instead, these attacks only require
minimum data transmission in terms of some unique
command and control messages. Therefore, if high
computing resource consumption attacks (from the
testbed perspective) can be simulated, it would prove
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the testbed’s capability to simulate all other attacks
which will consume less resources on the underlying
computing infrastructure.

4. UAVSim: Design and Features
As discussed in Section 2, the primary focus of
developing a simulation testbed has been simulating
the behavior of a single UAV to check its proper
functioning. Nowadays, use of large number of UAVs
in various applications demands for their performance
test in an existing swarm of aircrafts, especially when
the US Government is working on integrating UAVs in
the US National Airspace.

4.1. Testbed requirements
There are other important requirements to be met to
make such a simulation testbed more useful. Testing
of security measures in terms of hardware as well as
software should be supported. Impact evaluation, on
system components and overall performance must be
supported as well. The testbed should allow use of
various UAV models, developed in UAVSim as well as
other popular software. In order to make it available
to UAV-experts, who are not technically sound, the
testbed should have an interactive and easy to use
GUI. For advanced users, an advanced GUI can also be
an option. The environment designed should be also
verified and validated in order to correctly simulate
the UAV model. One of the most important aspects
of communication should be addressed and the UAV
should be treated as a network of components which
replicates the component communication behavior.
Other environment variations, such as contested
communication, collaborative control, mobility models
and mission paths should be modeled and addressed.

4.2. Design
Keeping the above requirements in mind, UAV com-
ponent level modeling, individual simulation, attack
classification and attack modeling were performed [6]
and later a software simulation testbed, UAVSim, for
simulations of all sizes of UAV networks was developed
and in-depth design was presented in [20]. Preliminary
performance evaluation was done in [21] which cov-
ered simulations for the DDoS attack with maximum
number of users limited to 6. UAVSim is developed
using the open source network simulator OMNeT++
and one of its independently developed open source
modules called INET for mobility and related proto-
cols. For satellite communication, another open source
component called OS3 (Open source satellite simulator)
has been used. Network design and higher level code
is coded in NED, a language specifically designed for
OMNeT++ while the lower level functionality is coded

Figure 1. UAVSim: Modes of operations and various components

in C++ [22]. Figure 1 shows the design of UAVSim in
the right half. The left half shows various modes of
simulations.

4.3. Features
Security simulation being the primary focus and one
of the most important features of UAVSim, several
attacks have been implemented in the attack library
of the testbed. Further, basic and advanced models
of popular UAVs have been designed. The interactive
GUI allows beginner and intermediate users to vary
various parameters while advanced users can directly
make changes to the simulation configuration files.
Apart from supporting mobile wireless communication
and UAV component level modeling capability, UAVSim
also supports detailed network analysis at lower levels
of the protocol stack. Further, attacks targeting different
layers can also be designed, launched and tested in
UAVSim. One of the most important features of UAVSim
from user perspective is its user-friendly design and
its ability to work on generic computing environment.
Figure 1 summarizes the important features and
modules of UAVSim.

User-friendly GUI Simulation. The simulation testbed
supports both command line and graphical user
interface. We have developed a custom GUI for UAVSim
which lets basic users select possible options for some
parameters. Users do not get a lot of independence
in the basic GUI. While, the advanced users can edit
all other parameters as well using the configuration
file in the simulation project. Although the GUI might
cost some resource, it definitely can be counted as
one of the performance parameters as the testbed has
been designed to be used for all levels of users, basic,
intermediate or advanced.

Server Mode Simulation. In order to enhance perfor-
mance, a high performance computer can also be uti-
lized in our simulation testbed. The connection details
to a server or high performance computer can be set
using the GUI by the administrator or the person setting
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up the testbed for initial use. It should be noted that
the core testbed simulation files should be installed on
the server prior to this setup and ssh should be enabled
on the high performance computer to enable seamless
communication and execution.

High Speed (No-GUI) Simulation. While the testbed has
a well-designed GUI, the aim of providing a non-
GUI option was to enhance the performance. There
is an option of express command mode execution as
well, which prints the minimum required simulation
statistics in order to let the user know that the
simulation is running and the computer is not frozen.
Using this option, the simulation can be run at the
maximum speed and thus gives the best performance.
This mode was primarily designed for Server mode
simulation because the communication with the server
might slow down execution. Nevertheless, this mode
can be used on the desktop mode as well as server mode.

Concurrent Multi-User Simulation. The testbed also
provides a multi-user option which allows multiple
users to concurrently run their simulations through
their individual machines. This option utilizes the
Server Mode of the testbed. As mentioned before,
if the testbed needs to be used for high speed
simulation or, by several users at the same time,
a non-GUI server option is available. One of the
most important prerequisites to use this option is the
connection oriented access availability on the server
to all the user accounts. This is necessary in order
to enable independent simulation for each user. The
core simulation modules need to be installed on the
server while users remotely connect to the server using
UAVSim. The UAVSim, once configured with the server
and connection details, automatically connects to the
server and displays results in a console window. It
should be noted that the multi-user simulation is only
available in non-GUI option.

Swarm Simulation. Although the simulation testbed was
primarily developed for UAVNet security simulation,
it also supports UAV swarm simulation. This feature
enables users to test the network behavior when large
numbers of UAVs are used for any specific application.
The use can be commercial, civil or military in nature
but in case of swarms, usually it should be a sensor
based application with a large number of sensors.
The performance for swarm simulation using a large
number of nodes has also been evaluated.

4.4. Attack Anatomy
Here we have described the design and implementation
of the two selected attacks in brief. A detailed
explanation is not really necessary because of their well
known anatomy. As mentioned earlier, the focus was to
select two resource intensive attacks - one which attacks

a single UAV and second, which attacks multiple UAVs
- in order to measure the performance accurately. DDoS
attack was chosen as the attack which will target a
single UAV while a Jamming attack will target multiple
UAVs in the mission area. Both of these attacks are
discussed below.

DDoS Attack - Single Target. The DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service) attack aims at loss of communication
through network congestion. This is achieved by
making the host appear unavailable to other hosts in
the network, mostly, due to the increase in response
time and almost 100% packet drop. The reason behind
huge packet drop and response time is large number
of adversary hosts sending frequent requests to the host
being attacked, the requests might be PING, SYN or any
other kind of packet demanding an acknowledgment.

This attack has been implemented in UAVSim using
a number of attack nodes, which can be defined by the
user based on the total number of UAVs in the network.
Although it has been proved experimentally that even
a single host is capable of launching a successful DDoS
attack using a PING packet because of its small payload
size [23]. In order to implement the DDoS attack, we
have used the traditional way of transmitting spoofed
packets to a single host from several attack nodes. All
attack nodes behave similar to regular UAV hosts and
are assigned the IP addresses of the same range in order
to make them indistinguishable from other trustworthy
UAVs. During the simulation analysis, we have varied
this number to check the success rate of attack in
different scenarios. All attack nodes transmit packets
to a single UAV host in order to make it unreachable
and thus, launch a successful attack on a single target.
Approximate time taken to successfully launch this
attack is only few seconds for all simulations and packet
loss for the attacked node reaches 99.9% in less than 2
seconds.

Jamming Attack - Multiple Target. Any kind of radio
signal based communication can be interrupted using
Jamming, which involves transmission of noise in
the mission area. This attack results in loss or
corruption of packets. The noise usually spans over
all the frequencies and prevents communication at
any frequency. If the attack node has a powerful
transmitter, a signal can be generated that will be
strong enough to overwhelm the targeted signals and
disrupt communications. The most common types of
signal used in an jamming attack are random noise
and pulse [24]. Jamming equipment is readily available
in the market as well as on online shopping websites
like amazon and eBay. In addition, jamming equipment
can be mounted from a location remote to the target
networks. This attack can not be handled by most
of modern wireless devices and is relatively easier to
launch.
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This attack has been implemented in UAVSim
by creating several attack nodes which send noise
signals to all the hosts in a round robin fashion
over different frequencies. The number of these attack
nodes can be varied in the simulation. Transmitting
random signals to all UAV hosts will launch a
multiple target attack as aimed. Various techniques
have been developed in the recent past to take care
of jamming attacks, most of them expect the attack
to be in a particular signal frequency and therefore,
most of these methods use frequency hopping and
spread spectrum communication to counter Jamming
attack [25]. That is why we have implemented
total-frequency band jamming attack. Although post-
2010, several researchers have proposed various anti-
jamming encoding, encryption, etc., we have not
addressed those techniques in our jamming attack
implementation. Total time for successful completion
of this attack takes a little more time than DDoS attack
and is about 5 seconds for most simulations while
packet loss for all hosts reach above 90% for all nodes.

5. Performance Analysis and Results

The primary focus of this paper is to demonstrate the
usefulness of the simulation testbed even with regular
computing infrastructure. Usually, in an academic or
research setup, where resources are constrained, pur-
chasing expensive high end computing infrastructure
might be quite difficult or even impossible. Therefore,
the testbed should allow users to use it for any kind of
UAV network in a cost-effective manner. As mentioned
in Section 2, various works which allow simulation of
UAV swarms for various purposes, use quite high-end
computing facilities and are not available to the public.
On the contrary, our simulation testbed is designed
to work with already existing simulation engine and
components which are open source and thus, free to
use. At the same time, this testbed does not need expen-
sive machines to get results. Clearly, one might have to
compromise on computation time.

Another point to note is the expected increase
in simulation run times for Jamming attack. DDoS
works on principle of sending huge number of packets
to one node causing congestion and stopping it
from communicating with others. On the other hand,
Jamming works by transmitting noise on all frequencies
so that communication is jammed due to noise traffic on
the wireless channel. Therefore, in order to implement
DDoS attack, lesser number of attack nodes are
required as only single node working at a frequency
needs to be jammed. On the contrary, Jamming requires
all the frequencies to be jammed for a successful attack.

5.1. Simulation Setup
Keeping in mind the primary goal of performance
evaluation, it is necessary to have a clear understanding
of what kind of Hardware or Software environment
has been used in order to make sure that performance
claims are accurate. Here we have described the
hardware, software as well as simulation testbed setup
used for our simulations.

Hardware Setup. The PC being used for simulations
has a Intelr CoreTM i7-3770 CPU (1 × 3.40 GHz 4-
core, L2/L3 Cache: 1 MB/8 MB) and a system memory
of 8.0 GB while the server used during the server
mode simulation has a Intelr Xeonr Processor E5-
2630 (2 × 2.30 GHz 6-core, L2/L3 Cache: 1.5/15 MB)
and a system memory of 64.0 GB. Apart from these,
for use in multi-user concurrent simulations, a few
generic laptops (more or less 2-3 years old) were used
and their configurations are not listed due to negligible
computation taking place in those systems and hence,
no impact on overall testbed performance.

Software Setup. Both of the systems defined in previous
paragraph, the PC and the Server machines, run
Ubuntu version 12.04 LTS. Needless to say, the Server
runs the x64 server version while the PC is running the
x64 desktop version. Both has the OMNeT++ version
4.2.2 with the INET version 2.2 and CNI_OS3 version
1.0. As mentioned before, our simulation module
UAVSim makes use of OMNeT++ and these two open-
source plugins to accurately simulate a UAVNet.

Testbed Setup. All simulations were 300 seconds long
while actual time taken to finish this simulation were
observed. As established before in [26], actual time
to attack a time-sensitive military system such as a
missile defense system is only a couple of seconds.
Even in our simulations, attacks were launched right
after the simulation started and it was noted that
the attacks were successful in only a couple of
seconds. The most basic UAV Model has been used
for our simulation as using more advanced models
detailing various sub-modules would clearly increase
simulation times. Advanced UAV models can be used
while implementing more complex confidentiality or
integrity compromising attacks. Frequency for UAV
communication is fixed at 5 GHz for Single Target
attack scenario while it varies between the range of 5-
15 GHz for use in Multiple Target attack scenario.

Several cases were evaluated for different types
of simulation. For Case I, running time and swarm
behavior analysis, we have used both the number of
attack nodes as well as the number of UAVs. In Case
Ia, the number of UAVs was varied from 50 to 500 and
in Case Ib, number of attack nodes was varied from 2
to 20. In case of Jamming attack, run time increased
to days after 350 nodes, therefore, that was the limit
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Figure 2. Run time variation with increasing number of UAVs for
DDoS attack (same frequency of all hosts)

for Jamming attack. Further, for checking multi-user
behavior, two separate analysis were done with separate
cases. Case II, where performance of swarm behavior
with multiple concurrent user was evaluated. Case IIa,
where 50 nodes were used for swarm behavior analysis
while concurrent number of users was increased from
1 to 8. Case IIb, number of nodes was increased to
100. Case III, where performance of the testbed was
evaluated for attack simulation. Case IIIa being 5 attack
nodes and Case IIIb being 10 attack nodes, keeping the
number of UAV nodes as 10 for both the scenarios, IIIa
and IIIb. These three cases will be referred to during the
discussion and analysis.

5.2. DDoS Attack - Single Target
This subsection covers the results for all the simulations
for Distributed DOS attack. The various simulations
were done for the 3 above mentioned cases, namely
Case I, II and III. We have analysed the effect of
increasing number of UAVs, attack nodes, concurrent
users in Server Mode operation and use of GUI.

Number of UAVs. For this analysis, we have used Case Ia
(number of UAVs varied). As mentioned earlier, Case Ia
involves use of regular UAV nodes in order to ascertain
the UAVSim capability for UAV swarm simulation
other than the primary capability of UAVNet security
simulation. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the testbed run-
time varies exponentially with the increasing number
of UAV nodes for this attack. Clearly, the run time is
directly proportional to the powers of each 50 nodes
and thus, is easily predictable for higher number of
UAVs. Looking at the simulation times, it can be argued
that large number of UAVs can be used for swarm
simulations using single frequency scenarios.

Number of Attack Nodes. For the second analysis, we
have used Case Ib (varying number of attack nodes).
Fig. 3 depicts the performance for simulations with

Figure 3. Run time variation with number of attack nodes for
DDoS attack

increasing number of attack nodes while the number
of UAVs is kept constant as 10. Looking at the
trend obtained, it is understood that the variation is
exponential with respect to the number of attack nodes
and instead of multiples of 50, here we have multiples
of 2, therefore, large number of attack nodes may not
be used for security simulations. Keeping in mind the
number of attack nodes which can be simulated in
reasonable time, using large value (more than 50) for
this variable is neither possible nor required.

Graphical User Interface. The third performance metric
was the use of GUI (graphical user interface) which
displays the network animation. It is understood that
having a GUI displaying the network animation and
various network statistics during a CPU intensive
operation might impact the performance. Therefore, we
used Case Ib, where we varied the number of attack
nodes and measured the speed of simulation for GUI
and non-GUI options. Fig. 4 show the results obtained
for GUI and non-GUI options on the server as a blue
dashed line and a black dotted line. The red dashed line
shows the percentage difference between the two modes
with respect to the lower value (non-GUI option).

As shown in Fig. 4, the non-GUI run time follows a
non-linear polynomial trend with respect to the number
of attack nodes. The percentage change between GUI
and non-GUI options for a DDoS attack is not more than
7% for all cases with most cases being between 2 − 5%.
Therefore, it can be said that the performance is not
much affected by use of GUI for this particular attack.

Number of Concurrent Users - Single Frequency Swarm Sce-
nario. The fourth performance test was done varying
number of concurrent users accessing the simulation
framework in the server mode option. As mentioned
earlier, the server based simulation works only in
non-GUI mode to enhance execution performance and
reduce the server to PC communication. In our earlier
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Figure 4. Run time variation with GUI and Non-GUI options,
and the percentage change in two options for DDoS Attack

Figure 5. Run time variation of swarm simulation with increasing
number of concurrent users in server mode operation for single
frequency band

performance evaluation [21], the number of users was
varied from 1 to 6. Here, we varied the number of
concurrent users from 1 to 8 and extended the analysis
to Jamming attack as well which is covered in the next
subsection.

Fig. 5 show the evaluation results for Case IIa (50
UAV hosts) and IIb (100 UAV hosts) using the DDoS
attack scenario. As mentioned earlier, these scenarios do
not use any malicious node and all UAVs communicate
at a single frequency of 5GHz. This simulation was
intended to analyze the performance variation for
multiple concurrent users, simulating a swarm using
single frequency in absence of an attack. Please note
that the two separate vertical axes show the variation of
total run time for the two Cases, IIa and IIb. The error
bars show the maximum and minimum time while the
points depict the average time.

Number of Concurrent Users - DDoS Security Simulation.
The final analysis for DDoS attack targets the

Figure 6. Run time variation of security simulation with
increasing number of concurrent users in server mode operation
for DDoS attack

performance evaluation of the testbed with multiple
users using it concurrently in server mode operation.
To this end, Cases IIIa (5 attack nodes) and IIIb (10
attack nodes) were used. Fig. 6 show the test results
for this experiment. As mentioned earlier, the number
of malicious hosts was changed for the two cases,
keeping number of regular UAVs as 10. The number of
malicious hosts used is much lesser than Case II because
malicious nodes generate more traffic in the network
and are responsible for increasing the execution time,
as found in the two initial experiments discussed in
this section. Just like the last analysis, the two separate
vertical axes show the variation of total run time for two
different numbers of attack nodes. The error bars show
the maximum and minimum time while the points
represent the average time.

5.3. Jamming Attack - Multiple Targets
This subsection covers the results of all simulations for
Jamming attack. The various simulations were done for
the 3 cases mentioned in subsection 5.1, namely Case
I, II and III. We have analyzed the effect of increasing
number of UAVs, attack nodes, concurrent users in
Server Mode operation and use of GUI.

Number of UAVs. We have used Case Ia (number of
UAVs varied) for this experiment. Please note that
this simulation might seem similar to DDoS attack
UAV-only simulation but it should be noted that here,
multiple frequencies are being used for communication
rather than single. As mentioned before, the frequency
range for UAV-UAV communication lies between 5 −
15GHz for this case. This has been done in order to
make sure that all frequencies are jammed in the attack
area. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the testbed run-time
varies exponentially with the increasing number of UAV
nodes.
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Figure 7. Run time variation with increasing number of UAVs for
Jamming attack (different frequencies of hosts)

Figure 8. Run time variation with increasing number of Attack
Nodes for Jamming attack (different frequencies of hosts as well
as attack nodes)

Clearly, the run time is directly proportional to the
power of each 50 nodes and thus, is easily predictable
for higher number of UAVs and therefore, large number
of UAVs can be used for swarm simulations scenarios
where multiple frequency channels are used. It should
also be noted that the exponent might be higher than
that found in single frequency swarm simulation (DDoS
UAV-only simulation) and thus, it can be seen that
even for 350 nodes, the run time reaches almost 24
hours compared to one hour run time in case of single
frequency communication.

Number of Attack Nodes. For the second analysis of
Jamming attack, Case Ib (varying number of attack
nodes) has been used. Fig. 8 shows the performance
for simulations with increasing number of attack nodes
while the number of UAVs is 10. It should be noted
that the attack simulation trend for Jamming attack
is non-linear polynomial instead of exponential as it
was in case of DDoS attack. Since the trend is not

Figure 9. Run time variation with GUI and Non-GUI options,
and the percentage change in two options for Jamming attack

exponential, large number of attack nodes may be used
for security simulations of Jamming attack. Comparing
the two attack scenarios, it can be noted that the run
time for Jamming attack for Case Ib is roughly half of
DDoS attack simulation run time. Once again, keeping
in mind the number of attack nodes required for a
successful attack, large values (more than 100) can not
and need not be used.

Graphical User Interface. We used Case Ib (varying
number of attack nodes) to measure the speed of
simulation for GUI and non-GUI options. Fig. 9 show
the results obtained for GUI and non-GUI options on
the server as a blue dashed line and a black dotted line
respectively. The red dashed line (showing a heartbeat
trend) represents the percentage difference between the
two modes with respect to the lower value (non-GUI
option).

The percentage change between GUI and non-GUI
options for a Jamming attack is quite random and
higher for lower number of attack nodes. Mostly, it
is between 10 − 70%. This trend is exactly opposite
of the trend shown by DDoS attack simulation. It is
quite clear that the performance is affected very badly
by use of GUI for a Jamming attack. The significant
changes in performance for Jamming attack in current
and previous case can be attributed to its anatomy and
implementation and will be discussed in subsection 5.4.

Number of Concurrent Users - Multiple frequency swarm
simulation. This performance test was performed vary-
ing number of concurrent users using the simulation
testbed on a single server. The number of concurrent
users was varied from 1 to 8, and simulation run
time for Cases IIa (50 UAV hosts) and IIb (100 UAV
hosts) were evaluated. Fig. 10 show the evaluation
results using the Jamming attack scenario. These sce-
narios do not use any malicious node and all different
UAVs communicate at different frequencies in the range
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Figure 10. Run time variation of swarm simulation with
increasing number of concurrent users in server mode for variable
frequency bands (Jamming attack scenario)

of 5 − 15GHz. This simulation was intended to ana-
lyze the performance variation for multiple concurrent
users, simulating a swarm using multiple frequencies in
absence of an attack. Please note that the two separate
vertical axes show the variation of total run time for
the two Cases, IIa and IIb, lower numbers, obviously,
depicting Case IIa. The error bars show the maximum
and minimum time while the points depict the average
time.

It should be noted that both Cases IIa and IIb follow
similar trend after certain number of users and the
run time seems to be becoming invariable. Another
important aspect to note is the average percentage
variation in both cases is less than 5% between time
taken for single and 8 concurrent users.

Number of Concurrent Users - Jamming attack security
simulation. The final performance test for Jamming
attack involves the performance analysis for the
Jamming attack simulation with multiple users using
the testbed concurrently. Run time values for Cases
IIIa (5 attack nodes) and IIIb (10 attack nodes) were
evaluated. Fig. 11 show the performance test results
for these cases. The two separate vertical axes in this
evaluation also show the variation of total run time
for two different numbers of attack nodes. The error
bars show the maximum and minimum time while the
points represent the average time.

It can be again noted that the plot for both cases
follow similar trend once number of concurrent users
increase to 3. Similar to the previous evaluation of
swarm simulation, the overall percentage variation
between maximum and minimum run times for each
case is less than 10%. Maximum for both cases was at
7 concurrent users while minimum for Case IIIa at 2
and for Case IIIb at 3 concurrent users.

Figure 11. Run time variation of security simulation with
increasing number of concurrent users in server mode operation
for Jamming attack

5.4. Analysis
The various test categories for number of UAVs, number
of attacks hosts, GUI/non-GUI option and number
of concurrent users were performed, which give us
valuable insights in terms of the operational capability
of the testbed. Although some simulation times are
quite high in case of swarm simulations of large number
of nodes, the performance is reasonable for security
simulations. Some important points which can be noted
from the analysis are as follows:

• Total run time varies exponentially with the
number of attack nodes in security simulations
as well as number of UAVs in swarm simulation.
Despite of the trend, it should be noted that the
variation in attack nodes are only by 2 while in
case of UAVs, the number is varied by 50. This
gives a clear indication of how many attack nodes
and UAV hosts can be deployed in simulation
scenarios.

• Using the GUI for any security simulation has
little impact on performance for DDoS attacks but
the variations are higher for Jamming attack. The
Jamming attack requires more processing in terms
of creation of channels for different frequencies
and transmission of packets but this can not be
attributed to slower execution times due to GUI.
Therefore, it can be concluded that use of network
animation while using several communication
channels requires more processing in the base
simulation framework of OMNeT++.

• Performance analysis for multiple users using the
testbed in server mode reveals that performance
gets affected with increasing number of users
but average variation reduces as number of
concurrent users increases after 4.
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• The average simulation time saturates after
certain number of users and shows a trend of
becoming invariable with respect to number of
concurrent users. The variation in minimum and
maximum shows that total system performance is
not affected much.

• It can be also noted that the simulation times for
concurrent user analysis follows the same trend
for same cases evaluated for different number of
UAVs or attack nodes after number of concurrent
users increases more than 4. This implies that
immaterial of the value, the trend would be
similar and thus, the run time can be estimated for
higher number of users using the obtained trend.

• The attack simulation run time for 20 attack nodes
for both types of attacks took approximately half
an hour. Practically, the number of attack host
in order to launch such attacks are much less.
For example, we need 4 attack nodes for a GPS
spoofing attack [27] and thus, the simulation
capability is quite extensive.

• Since the variation in run time for concurrent
users is not exponential, the simulation testbed
seems quite capable of handling more than
20 users concurrently on a regular server. The
evaluation was done for up to 8 users and showed
no alarming trend.

• Although most of the trends are similar for both
classes of attacks, the times are much higher for
Jamming than DDoS attack simulation. The pri-
mary reason behind this is the anatomy of the
simulation for these two attacks. Successful exe-
cution of a Single Target DDoS attack requires one
node to be stopped from communicating while
in Jamming, all frequencies, and thus, all nodes
are required to be stopped from communicating.
The underlying simulation engine of OMNeT++
simulates single object for a single channel (single
frequency) and packets are transmitted in that
channel within the same object (channel). When
several channels are used, each channel is a dif-
ferent object and an inter-process communication
takes place between two object for packet trans-
mission and thus, causes increase in total run time
for simulations related to Jamming attack.

6. Conclusion
Two classes of attacks - single and multiple target -
were simulated in the in-house developed simulation
testbed (UAVSim) for UAVNets. Simulation run time
analysis for UAVSim were presented to demonstrate
its use in generic computing environment. Various
simulations indicate that the performance of the testbed

is reasonable and allows users to adjust various
options according to the requirement. Along with
attack simulation involving single and multiple targets,
the testbed was proved to be capable of simulating
large UAV swarm networks. Single target - single
frequency network as well as multiple target - multiple
frequency system (where different frequencies are used
for communication between different UAVs) simulation
was demonstrated. Overall use of UAVSim can also be
extended in other domains of interest involving UAV
networks.

Performance for server based concurrent multi-user
operation was also tested for different scenarios using
different number of simultaneous users were evaluated
and the testbed was found to perform very well.
Although a maximum of 8 concurrent users-scenario
was tested, it is understood that for a reasonable
amount of concurrent users, the testbed will perform
without much delay in simulation. Interactive GUI,
additional result analysis module, model browsing
capability (from other model development software),
enhanced high speed mode of operation, support
of concurrent users, etc. are some of the features
which makes this software simulation testbed an ideal
simulation environment for UAV simulations in generic
computing environment.
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